Homepage
Paula ALBERT-Agentur-Agency-Services
(1/3 promotion for residents in Switzerland, abroad: fair national standard word-rate,
or diverse shared web-hosting costs)
Paula ALBERT Agentur-Dienstleistungen
(1/3 Agentur-Gebühr oder div. Gemeinsame Web-Hosting-Kosten)
V. a. Übersetzungen/LInguistik, sowie einige Spezialgebiete: IT/Komik/Kunst,...
Mostly translation/linguistics, as well as some special fields: IT/Comedy/Art,...

We are a group of people with various skills who share an internet account for either agency
purposes or else joint web-hosting and marketing purposes, thus joining efforts and synergizing
shared costs, a community of interests, but each with their own company and their own billing.
The main industry here is translation and other language services, some with a translators' or
other linguistic diploma on university or similar higher level, others without such, but with good
language skills or even a language diploma and a qualification in another profession doing
translations only in their special field, such as university-level engineering or automotive.
Some people have a legal education and good language skills and offer legal services.
Below, you will find links to several individuals who each offer their own services or products.
This site is kept short and simple for functional reasons, but may be improved later.
The links may lead to more sophisticated sites though, depending on each company or
individual and their time. As this site is a start-up project, participants will be joined continually,
the network is being built up, some data of existing contacts got lost and must be re-activated.
Albert Translation and Texts
Qualified Linguistic Diploma &
MLaw, German native-speaker.
Could find other qualified people in
other languages: Russian, Spanish,
Croatian,… + special fields/diploma

English-Chinese
Qualified Linguistic Diploma
--maybe also, if contact data found:
Qual. Dipl. Chinese-German,
German native-speaker

Tibetan-German Translation
German-Portuguese Translation
(Special Fields, German nativeQualified Linguistic Diploma
speaker), can form a complementary proof- (still searching for the contact data)
reading tandem with

English-Tibetan Translation

(planned: various lawyers, German,
French, other languages)
Intermediation possible upon request
for some, network may be expanded
Journalism, Newspaper articles,
Zeitungsartikel, Journalismus
Translations into French, various
Qualified Linguistic Diploma,
possibly other languages and some
special fields to be joined, e. g.

IT/Comedy/Art

Italian Translation
Qualified Linguistic Diploma
and some special fields from other
people with other educations

English-Eritrean/Tigrinyia,
maybe German, Amharic
Automotive
Automotive Qualification

Hungarian European Legal
Attorneys at Law

Electrical and other Engineering,
Technical Translation

(other Tigrinyia special fields, without Hungarian Language Tuition
translation diploma) Italian-Tigrinya,.. Qualified Linguistic Diploma

Hebrew Translation
Hebrew Native Speaker, long
experience, good German and
English knowledge

IT-Specialists, German, French,
English, Hungarian, Hebrew,...

Hebrew Legal
Attorney at Law, German NativeSpeaker

Hebrew Language Tuition
Medical, various fields and
Qualified Linguistic Diploma, various languages, esp. Hebrew, German,
English,...

...

...

Translations into English, various,
native-speakers, various fields,
various educations

...

